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FIPS 140-2 SECURITY POLICY – SAP COMMONCRYPTOLIB CRYPTO KERNEL

This document contains the non-proprietary Security Policy according to FIPS PUB 140-2 for the
cryptographic module “SAP CommonCryptoLib Crypto Kernel” in its version 8.4.47.0. The
cryptographic module is a shared library providing various cryptographic functions, which has been
validated according to overall Security Level 1 on various platforms (see section 1.5 hereinafter).
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1

CRYPTOGRAPHIC MODULE DESCRIPTION

1.1 Overview
The cryptographic module is the “SAP CommonCryptoLib Crypto Kernel” in its version 8.4.47.0. It is a shared
library, i.e. it consists of software only. On Windows platforms the cryptographic module consists of the
dynamic link library file slcryptokernel.dll accompanied by the file slcryptokernel.dll.sha256
containing a HMAC-SHA-256 reference value for the software/firmware integrity test. On Linux and UNIX
based platforms it consists of the shared library file libslcryptokernel.<extension>, accompanied
by the file libslcryptokernel. <extension>.sha256 containing the HMAC-SHA-256 reference value
for the software/firmware integrity test (where “<extension>” stands for the OS-specific extension for shared
libraries; extensions are “sl“ for HP-UX and “so” or “o” for the other Linux/Unix operating systems used). The
cryptographic module provides an API in terms of C++ methods for key management and operation of the
following cryptographic functions:
Approved cryptographic functions
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

AES symmetric cipher encryption and decryption according to [FIPS 197], supporting key lengths
128 bit, 192 bit and 256 bit and block cipher modes CBC, CTR, ECB, OFB, CFB8 and CFB128
according to [SP 800-38A] and GCM according to [SP 800-38D] (Certs. #3665 and #3666)
Triple-DES (3TDES, i.e. using key length 168 bit) symmetric cipher encryption and decryption
according to [SP 800-67] and block cipher modes CBC, CTR, ECB, OFB, CFB8 and CFB64
according to [SP 800-38A] (Certs. #2047 and #2048)
DSA signature generation and verification according to [FIPS 186-4] (Certs. #1035 and #1036)
RSA signature generation and verification according to [FIPS 186-4] (supporting signature schemes
RSASSA-PSS and RSASSA-PKCS1-V1_5 from [PKCS#1 V2.1]) (Certs. #1898 and #1899)
ECDSA signature generation component (signature Generation of hash sized messages) with curves
P-521, P-384, P-256 or P-224 according to [FIPS 186-4] (CVL Certs. #672 and #675)
ECDSA signature verification with curves P-521, P-384, P-256, P-224 or P-192 according to [FIPS
186-4] (Certs. #772 and #773)
HMAC generation according to [FIPS 198-1] (Certs. #2415 and #2416)
CTR_DRBG (using AES-256) deterministic random number generation according to [SP 800-90A]
and key generation for all of the approved cryptographic functions listed above (Certs. #986 and
#987)
SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384 and SHA-512 hash functions according to [FIPS 180-4]
(Certs. #3083 and #3084)
ECC CDH primitive (KASECC DLC primitive) according to [FIPS186-4] section 5.7.1.2 (CVL Certs.
#670 and #673)
RSADP primitive according to [FIPS 186-4] (CVL Certs. #671 and #674)

Non-Approved cryptographic functions, which are allowed in the Approved mode of operation
• Diffie-Hellman (key agreement; key establishment methodology provides between 112 and 256 bits
1
of encryption strength; non-compliant less than 112 bits of encryption strength )
• RSA (key wrapping; key establishment methodology provides between 112 and 256 bits of
1
encryption strength; non-compliant less than 112 bits of encryption strength )
• Entropy collection (used for generation of seeds for the Approved random number generator
(CTR_DRBG) listed above)

1

The module supports arbitrary encryption strengths for Diffie-Hellman key agreement and RSA key
wrapping.
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Non-Approved cryptographic functions, which are not allowed in the Approved mode of operation
• DES, 2TDES (2-key Triple-DES, non-compliant), IDEA, RC2, RC5-32 symmetric cipher encryption
and decryption
• RC4 stream cipher encryption and decryption
• ElGamal key wrapping
• MD2, MD4, MD5, RIPEMD-128 and RIPEMD-160 hash functions
1.2 Architecture
To be able to provide its cryptographic services, the cryptographic module is subdivided as follows:

Figure 1: Block diagram of the cr yp tographic module

1.3 Ports and interfaces of the module
As the cryptographic module is a software library, its logical interfaces are realized in terms of a set of APIs,
which are shown in Figure 1 hereinabove. All functionality of the cryptographic module is made available to
the calling application (i.e. the user of the cryptographic module) in terms of exported API functions. Some of
the API functions are also used internally, e.g. the self-test service makes use of some of those API functions
when performing cryptographic algorithm self-tests. For a full reference of all API functions please see
guidance document “FIPS PUB 140-2 Cryptographic Ports and Interfaces of SAP CommonCryptoLib Crypto
Kernel” as provided by SAP AG together with the cryptographic module.
In the meaning of FIPS 140-2 the cryptographic module is of type multiple-chip standalone, therefore the
physical ports of the module are identical to the ports (e.g. power port, data input/output ports) of the system
the cryptographic module is used on.
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1.4 Usage
The cryptographic module is used by a single operator, which is the application using the library by calling its
methods. The module does not employ functions for identification and authentication of its operator. It
supports a crypto officer role and a user role, whereas the crypto officer role is authorized to load and
initialize the cryptographic module, and the user role is authorized to perform cryptographic operations. The
roles are implicitly selected by the calling application in terms of methods being called. Typically, the
cryptographic module is used by the “SAP CommonCryptoLib”, which itself is a library providing
cryptographic protocols and services to an application using it. The cryptographic module in context of the
other parts of the “SAP CommonCryptoLib” is shown in the following figure. Please take note that the
cryptographic module can also be used without the other parts of the “SAP CommonCryptoLib”, i.e. it can
also be used directly by an application.
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Figure 2: The cr yp tographi c module (indicated b y red frame) in the con tex t of SAP CommonCr yp toLib
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1.5 Supported platforms
The cryptographic module can be used on a great variety of different platforms (i.e. in different operational
environments in the meaning of FIPS 140-2). It has been tested and validated on the following platforms:
Operating system
and version

Hypervisor (“-“ means
no hypervisor used)

Processor with or without
PAA (if applicable)

Module
Executable

AIX 5.2 64-bit

-

PowerPC without VCIPHER

64-bit

AIX 6.1 64-bit

IBM PowerVM 2.2

PowerPC without VCIPHER

32-bit and 64-bit

HPUX 11.11 PA-RISC 64-bit

-

PA-RISC 2.0

64-bit

HPUX 11.23 ia64 64-bit

-

IA64

64-bit

HPUX 11.31 ia64 64-bit

-

IA64

32-bit and 64-bit

Linux 2.6.5 x86_64 64-bit

-

x86_64 without AES-NI

32-bit and 64-bit

Linux 2.6.32 x86 32-bit

-

x86 without AES-NI

32-bit

Linux 2.6.32 ia64 64-bit

-

ia64

64-bit

Linux 2.6.32 Power 64-bit

IBM PowerVM 2.2

PowerPC without VCIPHER

32-bit and 64-bit

Linux 3.0.101 Power 64-bit

IBM PowerVM 2.2

PowerPC with VCIPHER

64-bit

Linux 3.0.101 x86_64 64-bit

Vmware ESXi 5.1.0

x86_64 with AES-NI

32-bit and 64-bit

Linux 3.0.101 zSeries 64-bit

IBM z/VM 6.2.0

z/Architecture (s390x)

SunOS 5.9 SPARC 64-bit

-

SPARC

64-bit

SunOS 5.10 SPARC 64-bit

-

SPARC

32-bit and 64-bit

SunOS 5.10 x64 64-bit

-

x86_64 without AES-NI

32-bit and 64-bit

Windows Server 2008 SP2 64-bit

-

x86_64 without AES-NI

32-bit and 64-bit

Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 64-bit

Vmware ESXi 5.1.0

x86_64 with AES-NI

32-bit and 64-bit

2

64-bit

For further details, please see the list of test configurations for the SAP CommonCryptoLib Crypto Kernel
8.4.47.0 at http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/documents/140-1/140val-all.htm.

1.6 Logical and cryptographic boundary
The logical boundary of the module encloses the shared library (including its executable code and data).
The physical boundary, i.e. the “cryptographic boundary” of the module as defined by FIPS PUB 140-2 is
made up by the housing of the workstation or server hardware the cryptographic module is running on, i.e. in
the meaning of FIPS PUB 140-2 the cryptographic module has got the type “multiple chip standalone”.

2

z/Architecture (s390x) processor supports “CP Assist for Cryptographic Function” (CPACF), but this PAA is not used by
the module regardless whether present or not (the module supports the cryptographic algorithms natively in both cases).
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2

SECURITY LEVEL

The cryptographic module fulfills overall Security Level 1 according to FIPS PUB 140-2.
The ratings of the individual requirement sections are as follows:
Requirement section of FIPS PUB 140-2

Rating

Cryptographic Module Specification

Security Level 1

Cryptographic Module Ports and Interfaces

Security Level 1

Roles, Services and Authentication

Security Level 1

Finite State Model

Security Level 1

Physical Security

Not applicable

Operational Environment

Security Level 1

Cryptographic Key Management

Security Level 1

EMI/EMC

Security Level 1

Self-Tests

Security Level 1

Design Assurance

Security Level 1

Mitigation of Other Attacks

Not applicable
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3

APPROVED MODE OF OPERATION

The cryptographic module implements several non-Approved cryptographic functions as listed in section 1.1
hereinabove, but it does not technically enforce an Approved mode of operation (also known as FIPS mode),
which would disable these non-Approved functions. Instead, the operator has to obey the following
instructions to operate the cryptographic module in its Approved mode (i.e. the developer of the application
using the cryptographic module has to obey these):
• None of the “Non-Approved cryptographic functions, which are not allowed in the Approved mode of
operation” listed in section 1.1 hereinabove shall be used in the Approved mode of operation (unless
it is part of an allowed cryptographic function, like MD5 as part of SSL v3.1 or TLS).
• Triple-DES encryption is restricted to full key length of 168 bit (i.e. 3TDES).
• RSA signature generation shall only be used with modulus size supporting between 112 and 256 bit
of encryption strength (see NIST SP 800-57 part 1, table 2 for corresponding key lengths) in the
Approved mode of operation.
• DSA signature generation shall only be used with private key size supporting between 112 and 256
bit of encryption strength (see NIST SP 800-57 part 1, table 2 for corresponding key lengths) in the
Approved mode of operation.
• ECDSA signature generation shall be used with curves P-521, P-384, P-256 or P-224 in the
Approved mode of operation. Curve P-192 shall not be used for signature generation in the
Approved mode of operation. Curve P-192 may be used by applications in the Approved mode of
operation for digital signature verification.
• ECC CDH primitive (KASECC DLC primitive) shall be used with curves P-521, P-384, P-256 or P224 in the Approved mode of operation. Curve P-192 shall not be used for ECC CDH primitive in the
Approved mode of operation.
• SHA-1 shall not be used for digital signature generation or hash-only applications in the Approved
mode of operation (SHA-1 may be used in the Approved mode of operation for digital signature
verification and keyed hashing, i.e. HMAC).
• Diffie-Hellman key agreement and RSA key wrapping are allowed functions in the Approved mode of
operation as long as these are used with key lengths supporting between 112 bit and 256 bit of
encryption strength (see NIST SP 800-57 part 1, table 2 for corresponding key lengths).
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4

CRYPTOGRAPHIC MODULE SECURITY POLICY

4.1 Roles
The cryptographic module supports the minimum two roles as required by FIPS PUB 140-2, this is a
• crypto officer role (allowed to load, initialize and power-up self-test the module), and a
• user role (allowed to perform cryptographic operations including related key entry and output).
As the cryptographic module does not allow the operator to perform maintenance services, it does not
support a maintenance role.
4.2 Services
The services employed by the cryptographic module are as follows:
• Loading
• Initialization
• Power-up and conditional self-tests
• Block cipher encryption and decryption using AES or Triple-DES
• Signature generation and verification using RSA, DSA or ECDSA
• HMAC generation
• Random number generation and key generation
• Cryptographic hashing
• Zeroization (no corresponding API call; implicitly performed when key objects are deleted)
• Show status
• Asymmetric encryption and decryption
• Key transport using RSA key wrapping
• Key agreement using Diffie-Hellman (DH) or ECC CDH primitive
All services above, which use cryptographic functions, may be Approved or non-Approved, depending on
whether an Approved or non-Approved function is used (only the asymmetric encryption/decryption and the
key exchange are always non-Approved). For some of the services there are restrictions concerning the key
length or the underlying elliptic curves to be used in Approved mode, see the corresponding keys in following
section 4.3 with references to section 3 explaining the restrictions for Approved or allowed usage.
4.3 Cryptographic keys and other CSPs
According to the cryptographic functions supported by the module the following keys are supported by the
cryptographic module in its Approved mode of operation:
• AES-128, AES-192- and AES-256 keys
• Triple-DES (3TDES) keys
• RSA private and public keys (see section 3 for key length restrictions)
• DSA private and public keys (see section 3 for key length restrictions)
• ECDSA private and public keys (see section 3 for elliptic curve restrictions)
• ECDH private and public keys (for use with ECC CDH primitive; see section 3 for elliptic curve
restrictions)
• DH private and public keys (see section 3 for key length restrictions)
• HMAC keys
There are no other CSPs (e.g., authentication secrets or similar) supported by the cryptographic module in
the Approved mode of operation.
4.4 Identification and authentication (I&A) policy
The cryptographic module does not implement operator identification and authentication mechanisms.
Crypto officer role and user role are implicitly selected by the operator in terms of the API call used to
perform the corresponding service.
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4.5 Access control policy
The following tables list the services, which the roles are authorized to perform in the Approved mode of
operation, as well as the cryptographic keys and other CSPs, which are accessed while the services are
performed in the Approved mode of operation.
Role
Crypto officer

Authorized Services
• Loading
• Initialization
• Power-up self-tests

User

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service
Loading
Initialization
Self-test
Block cipher
encryption/decryption
Signature generation

Signature verification

Key transport
Key agreement

HMAC generation
Key generation
Key export
Hashing
Zeroization

Block cipher encryption/decryption
Signature generation/verification
Key transport
Key agreement
HMAC generation
Key generation
Export and import of cryptographic
objects
Hashing
Conditional self-tests
Zeroization (no corresponding API
call; implicitly performed when key
objects are deleted)

Accessed cryptographic keys
None
None
None
AES-128/192/256 key, or
Triple-DES (3TDES) key
RSA private key,
ECDSA private key, or
DSA private key
RSA public key,
ECDSA public key or
DSA public key
RSA private key and
RSA public key
DH private key and
DH public key,
ECDH private key and
ECDH public key
HMAC key
Any of the keys listed above
Any of the keys listed above
None
Any of the keys listed above

Type(s) of access

Write, Execute
Write, Execute

Write, Execute

Write, Execute
Write, Execute

Write, Execute
Write
Read
Write (overwrite)

The self-test service includes the following set of self-tests (in the following “KAT” denotes to “known-answer
test”).
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Power-up self-tests:
• Software/firmware integrity, tested by verification of a HMAC-SHA-256;
• AES-128, AES-192 and AES-256, each tested by a KAT for encryption and a KAT for decryption;
• Triple-DES (3TDES), tested by a KAT for encryption and a KAT for decryption;
• RSA signature generation and verification, tested by a KAT for signature generation and a
subsequent verification;
• DSA signature generation and verification, tested by a pairwise consistency test;
• ECDH/ECDSA key pair generation
• ECDSA signature generation and verification, tested by a pairwise consistency test;
• ECC CDH primitive, tested by a pairwise consistency test;
• DH key agreement, tested by a pairwise consistency test;
• CTR_DRBG, tested by a KAT;
• SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512 (and all non-approved hash functions as well), each
tested by a KAT;
• HMAC generation, tested by a KAT.
Conditional self-tests:
• CTR_DRBG, tested by a continuous random number generator test;
• Entropy source provided by the platform, tested by a continuous random number generator test (only
applicable while seeding the CTR_DRBG);
• RSA key pair generation, tested by two pairwise consistency tests;
• DSA key pair generation, tested by a pairwise consistency test;

•
•

ECDSA key pair generation, tested by a pairwise consistency test;
ECDH key pair generation, tested by a pairwise consistency test;

•

ElGamal key pair generation, tested by a pairwise consistency test.

In case of a failure in at least one of the power-up self-tests the cryptographic module returns an error code
to the application that tried to load and initialize the module, and none of the services of the module are
available to the application in this case.
In case of a failure during a conditional self-test the cryptographic module returns an error code to the
application that tried to perform a corresponding function. Access of the application to generated random
numbers or key pairs that caused the conditional self-test error is inhibited in this case.
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4.6 Physical security policy
When run on one of the test platforms as indicated in section 1.5 hereinabove, the cryptographic module
meets the physical security requirements of FIPS PUB 140-2 security level 1 (i.e. the hardware has to be
production grade).
No physical security mechanisms concerning tamper evidence or tamper detection and response are
employed by the module, and therefore no actions are required by the operator(s) to ensure that physical
security is maintained.
4.7 Security policy for mitigation of other attacks
The cryptographic module does not implement measures to mitigate attacks other than those already
addressed by functionality required by FIPS PUB 140-2 Security Level 1.
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